Mazda cargurus

When my cars rpm rising pass the battery light comes on. My tool scannner show the battery
bolt and when the light pops up it shows My check engine light keeps coming on and the
computer reads a camshaft sensor error. I have had the sensor replaced three times and
nothing changes. The car also intermittently slows down, it feels Ask just about any car
aficionado to name the most memorable Mazda, and chances are they'll say the RX-7 sports car,
an iconic vehicle that helped establish Mazda as a verifiable brand in the U. But Mazda was
around a long time before the RX-7 made its first appearance in The origins of Mazda go all the
way back to the s, when the company that would eventually become Mazda, then called the
Toyo Cork Kogyo Co. Although it originally produced machine tools, the company soon began
producing three-wheeled trucks and sedans. However, it wasn't until that the company
produced its first four-wheeled vehicle, called the R Mazda soon moved aggressively into auto
production, with the first Mazdas appearing in the U. During the s, Mazda became known as the
automaker that produced vehicles with the Wankel rotary engine, including the RX-2, the RX-3,
and the RX In , Ford bought a 25 percent stake in the company, and Mazdas and Fords have
been linked ever since. In fact, Mazda built early Ford Ranger pickup trucks, until Ford took over
production of the trucks in the mids. In later years, such Mazda vehicles as the , the , the
Millennia, the Protege, and the Miata helped establish the Mazda brand. In addition, the
automaker's popular "zoom zoom" marketing campaign helped distinguish the company from
its competitors. Mazda Make Overview. Mazda CX Mazda MX-5 Miata. Mazda Tribute. Start a new
Mazda question. Mazda Overview Ask just about any car aficionado to name the most
memorable Mazda, and chances are they'll say the RX-7 sports car, an iconic vehicle that helped
establish Mazda as a verifiable brand in the U. Mazda Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Popular Cars for Sale. Select Year. Browse Questions. Favorite Favorite. Mazda Mazda B-Series.
Mazda Bongo. Mazda Capella. Mazda Cosmo. Mazda Demio. Mazda Familia. Mazda GLC. Mazda
MPV. Mazda MX Mazda Millenia. Mazda Navajo. Mazda Protege. Mazda Protege5. Mazda RX
Mazda Tribute Hybrid. Mazda Xedos 6. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. I was contacted the next day by the dealer letting me know that a deposit had
been left and then again to say it had sold. We telephoned to arrange a test drive but found the
car was still with the owner and would not be available for several days. We declined. The next
day the car was reserved by another customer. We were offered another car but it would not be
available for a month. We moved on. Arrived for my test drive booked but car was out with
someone else? Again missed out on a sale as I bought the same car from another dealer. Initial
telephone contact with dealership was a bit fragmented Maybe needs addressed Oh and not the
receptionist's fault On the sales side we dealt with Joe Fox Overall very pleased with
experience. Would definitely shop through them again! Some difficulties with getting the right
person to provide a deal offer. I eventually decided t o go elsewhere. They contacted me again
but it was too late. A good car buying experience. Brian was very friendly and helpful. Realistic
price offered for trade in. Very happy with our new car. Was contracted quickly but still waiting
for picture a on webb site will probably visit over weekend. Whilst the Mazda we were
considering was sold, they are continuing to search for another one to our preferred spec. Very
friendly and not pushy. Highly recommend and very pleased with my purchase. Great buying
experience. Excellent service, very pleasant and helpful salesman, and test driver, no hard sell,
and a more than satisfactory result. Couldn't recommend them enough. No pressure selling at
all. Salesman was very knowledgeable on the products also very helpful. Very helpful and
knowledgeable. Pleasant surroundings and friendly service. Would recommend them. Service
great, Ryan the sales guy great and very knowledgeable. Had to wait a couple of days while car
was prepared but not a problem as the car was just what i was looking for. Thank Ryan and
thanks TW White and sons. Contacted this dealer and received a reply within the hour.
Unfortunately this car wasn't the fastback model I was looking for. Contacted me by phone at
the time stated. Polite and helpful. Had tried to find me a car that might suit me. Didn't have one
at the time, but will keep in touch when something else becomes available. Vehicle was in a very
poor condition at the time of viewing. After arranging the viewing time at Blackburn My first
impression of the salesman was that he was so rude. He had forgotten about the appointment.
In all just was a waste time visiting Perry's Blackburn. Ben was very helpful, patient and
informative. His follow up was excellent. Full marks! I am in the process of purchasing the car.
Phil Wood at Masters has been excellent providing a first class service. Hope to get the car on
Monday, transaction being conducted remotely. We'll help you find great deals among tens of
thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and a vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, gearbox, variant, days on the forecourt, drivetrain,
colour, engine, options and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,

recent price drops or photos, our filters can help with that too. Used Mazda CX for sale
nationwide. By car By body style By price All makes All models. All years to All years. Radius 10
mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus user. Request
information. Why use CarGurus? Mazda CX Sport Lux. Mazda dealers in Birmingham. Mazda
dealers in Bristol. Mazda dealers in Edinburgh. Mazda dealers in Glasgow. Mazda dealers in
Leeds. Mazda dealers in Liverpool. Mazda dealers in London. Mazda dealers in Manchester.
Mazda dealers in Sheffield. Used Mazda CX with 1. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Good communication and very helpful staff. Arranged a socially
distanced viewing with no pressure applied to buy, car exactly as described. Couldn't have
asked for a better service made me feel comfortable and confident that I was getting the vehicle
I wanted Geoff was a top man would definitely recommend to anyone thanks. Dealer replied to
me quickly, answered all my questions, very helpful, very professional. Staff friendly, car clean
and ready to drive. Brought same day as viewed. Lovely car. Got back very quick, unfortunately
the car had been sold but they still replied to let us know it had been sold and for that we are
very grateful. Yes was very friendly and answered all my questions quickly. Was very
knowledgeable about the car. Very responsive, showing the vehicle, was very friendly and
answered every question a asked. Overall I would recommend this seller. Deal was agreed very
quickly. Dealer delivered the car promptly and the driver observed all anti-Covid precautions.
Very smooth transaction and all staff with whom we dealt were pleasant and helpful. Top
service from beginning to end, will be highly recommending successful cars to anybody that
asks about a used car company. No fuss. Warren was very helpful. Also said it drove up the
road ok? We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and a vehicle history for
each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars in
their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, gearbox, variant, days on the forecourt, drivetrain, colour, engine, options and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops or photos, our
filters can help with that too. Used Mazda Mazda2 for sale nationwide. By car By body style By
price All makes All models. All years to All years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi
Nationwide. Find Mazda Mazda2 listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus user. Request
information. Why use CarGurus? Mazda Mazda2 Sport Nav. Mazda Mazda2 Tamura. Mazda
Mazda2 SE-L. Mazda Mazda2 TS2. Mazda Mazda2 Sport. Mazda Mazda2 SE. Mazda dealers in
Birmingham. Mazda dealers in Bristol. Mazda dealers in Edinburgh. Mazda dealers in Glasgow.
Mazda dealers in Leeds. Mazda dealers in Liverpool. Mazda dealers in London. Mazda dealers in
Manchester. Mazda dealers in Sheffield. Used Mazda Mazda2 with 1. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Wonderful experience, Mutee and his sons provided
excellent service to me. I highly recommend them. Great buying experience, best price in town
and no hidden fees.. Happy with my purchase. They worked with us and found what we wanted,
great price and service. Contacted me promptly, very friendly. Received info required but I did
not proceed with purchase as investigating other options. Brenna was delightful without being
pushy. She really me get a price I was comfortable with. I would highly recommend you speak to
her when visiting Gyro Mazda. I had a reply from them on Instagram almost instantly, but they
don't finance car under Not so long ago, many might have said that Mazda's compact,
front-wheel drive Mazda 5 minivan was the wrong vehicle for the wrong time. But in this age of
high gas prices and scaling back in size and power, the Mazda 5 just might be what drivers
want. Smaller than any other minivan on the market, the Mazda 5 comfortably seats six and
comes with a price tag that is affordable for families on a tight budget. And like other recent
Mazdas, it is impressively packed with features that make it a good value in the eyes of many
drivers. Power is provided by the same fuel-efficient horsepower, 2. An advanced
electro-hydraulic steering system provides steering that is firm and responsive, while the
sport-tuned suspension features a MacPherson strut design. Dual sliding doors make it easy to
load and unload passengers and cargo, while exterior details include Euro-styled
fender-mounted marker lights, a roof-mounted antenna, and inch alloy wheels. Cruise control,
air conditioning, anti-lock brakes, power windows, power door locks, and a CD player are also
part of the standard package. In its first year, the Mazda 5 came in two trim packages, the Sport
and the Touring. In , its second year, an upscale Grand Touring package, with leather-trimmed
seats and a moonroof, was added to the lineup, providing happy drivers with even more reason
to like this vehicle. We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and

filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos,
our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km
km km km Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Mazda
Dealer. Read more. This is the best car on the market. You will get the most bang for the buck.
We purchased a Mazda 5 Grand Touring. Our favorite vehicle purchase. It currently has 85,
miles on it and runs like new. A good value and feature. In looking I compared with the Kia
Sedona. Both of these care had all features I was interested in especially easy access to third
row. There is not much room in the third row, it really doesn't work well if you're using it for
adults. Why Use CarGurus? Mazda dealers in Calgary AB. Mazda dealers in Edmonton AB.
Mazda dealers in Halifax NS. Mazda dealers in Montreal QC. Mazda dealers in Ottawa ON. Mazda
dealers in Quebec QC. Mazda dealers in Toronto ON. Mazda dealers in Vancouver BC. Mazda
dealers in Winnipeg MB. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Went to dealer site at which the lower price was also listed. I filled out the start purchase and
finance options on the dealer site. Was later contacted by a different sales rep saying deal was
approved. When I went to the dealership the financing was shorter then requested, the truck
price increased ove and my trade in estimate given on the web site was thousands less. Worst
customer service ever. I traveled over km to go see the car, he didn't want to talk, he told me if I
don't buy someone else will do. Very bad experience I got. I do not intend to stop there of
course legally. Dealer kept telling me after I explained to him that I was looking to trade my
vehicle with no money owing. I wanted to get the best car I could for equal value of my vehicle.
Professional and informative Did not purchase because decided against Kicks due to size.
Dealer responded to me after the holidays which was fine. They also set up a test drive of a gt
cx5 and viewing of a kuro cx5. Car was severally damaged by hail. Not up front so time waster
for us and sales guy. The staff at Kramer Mazda were extremely helpful and friendly! I would
definitely recommend them. Their response to my interest in a vehicle was handled quickly and
very professional. They went above and beyond to describe the vehicle using videos and
pictures. Their honesty and sincerity certainly made the deal. I would certainly recommend this
dealer-they are friendly, honest and professional. I wS in contact with this dealership several
times and they were quick to respond and the only reason that I didn't buy the vehicle from
there was that vehicle had more kilometers on it than the one I bought. They called and texted
me even after I bought somewhere else and that is the sign of a great dealership. The dealership
got back to me right away. The sales representative named Curtis was very helpful in answering
my questions. Responsive and professional. Happy with all aspects of the purchase experience
except trade-in valuation. Eddie at NewRoads Maxda has contacted me a few times. He has
been very quick to answer my questions and is sending me the info I require about the car. He
is very professional and not pressuring me, which is very good. If the car is what I am looking
for I will definitely visit him and see what happens. Thanks Larry. Does not give you the right
info on the car your looking at I have since dealt locally and purchased a Mazda CX5. Lovin' the
vehicle. The vehicle is not in stock and are ask me to buy another one! Not make sense to me.
All this was by the help of this dealership salesman crew helped me throughout all the process i
passed special thanks for Jim S. This kind of dealership are making CarGurus the one and only
app with great car with great price all over the web. We'll help you find great deals among tens
of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down
your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Best deals first.
CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Mazda Dealer. According to a Harvard
Business Review marketing study, there is such a thing as too much choice. Read more. Mazda
CX-5 Reviews Review. Nice vehicle. I wish it had AWD, and I would have preferred the 2,5 let
engine. Mazda cars are supposed to be fun to drive, but its kind of meh. It should server its
purpose just fine though. The Mazda CX-5 has so many features, Im reading the manual to learn
them all. Its a very good value but I am missing the cargo space my old car had, a little more
storage would have been nice. Our CX-5 is a signature Diesel. It has everything including Power
and great fuel efficiency. What a combination. Mazda could have put the chrome window trim
over the doors to complete the look of the chrome surround below the windows. That is our
only comment. The vehicle deserves that detail. Why Use CarGurus? Mazda dealers in Calgary
AB. Mazda dealers in Edmonton AB. Mazda dealers in Halifax NS. Mazda dealers in Montreal QC.
Mazda dealers in Ottawa ON. Mazda dealers in Quebec QC. Mazda dealers in Toronto ON. Mazda

dealers in Vancouver BC. Mazda dealers in Winnipeg MB. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. They answered promptly. Sent message from Cargurus website
asking if car still for sale. Received message back to call Colin. Phoned Colin. He didnt know
the answer and could not find answer on PC records so said would phone me back in a few
minutes. Never called back. Great car. Dealer was superb. Clive and the team are 1st class.
Great deal on part ex, and changed cambelt, and full wheel refurbishment. After arranging on
the phone to go and view the car, when I got there someone was out on a test drive. The dealer
asked me to wait and I did. I waited for 40 minutes and when they got back they bought the car.
Time waster, the dealer could of told me someone else was going to view the car. Not a nice
experience with this dealer! Very helpful and informative but the car wasn't what I was looking
for but I have been further contacted on the arrival of a similar vehicle I would definitely
recommend this dealer. In reply to my question if the car was ULEZ compliant they simply
replied 'please phone', which was unsatisfactory. They could have said yes or a no.
Unfortunately I purchased the car as described and paid upfront before it was delivered, there
was a dent on the rear wing scuffs on the wheels and one front tyre well worn and not matching
the other 3 if I had visited the dealer these faults would have been rectified before purchase. It
seems like this dealer is talking advantage of the Covid rules,. Fantastic service, car was in
excellent condition and well presented. Phill was extremely helpful and genuine. Would most
definitely go to CB Autosales for my car again. Great service provided. All alloys where refurbed
for sale. And small body worn repair was also done. Extremely happy. Great experience. Taylor
was extremely polite. Helpful and knowledgable. A very engaging young man The car was
prepared to a really high standard Fully recommend this first rate site. Karl was very helpful and
provided a car that has had no problems so far , was fully valeted and had a quick paperwork
turnaround. Good company and quick service. Volty great bloke very helpful very good
salesman highly recommended Canvey carriage company the car is fantastic thank you so
much Volty. From the first contact to picking up the car, the customer service was excellent, no
pushy hard sell salespeople. Brilliant covid19 process, overall a pleasure to deal with. They
were great when I went for a test drive but I had to wait 3 hours when I picked it up but that
aside on the whole a good service with very pleasant staff who sold me a great car I would
recommend this company to anyone. We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands
of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and a
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, gearbox, variant, days on the forecourt, drivetrain, colour, engine,
options and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops or photos, our filters can help with that too. Used Mazda Mazda6 for sale nationwide. By
car By body style By price All makes All models. All years to All years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi
75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Mazda Mazda6 listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus user.
Request information. Image not available. Why use CarGurus? Mazda Mazda6 SE-L. Mazda
Mazda6 Sport. Mazda Mazda6 TS. Mazda Mazda6 TS2. Mazda dealers in Birmingham. Mazda
dealers in Bristol. Mazda dealers in Edinburgh. Mazda dealers in Glasgow. Mazda dealers in
Leeds. Mazda dealers in Liverpool. Mazda dealers in London. Mazda dealers in Manchester.
Mazda dealers in Sheffield. Used Mazda Mazda6 with 2. Used Mazda Mazda6 with 1. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great place to shop for a good used
vehicle. We're working on a vehicle now with them and it's been great how they've explained the
finer details to us about what to look for when buying used. Very professional and courteous
and Anastasia did the checks for us and printed off the paperwork showing the details. You
won't be disappointed!! I travelled there from Squamish to see a car. I pulled up to an
automobile graveyard full of cars crammed bumper to bumper in the lot. The car I was excited to
see, as it sparkled in the add - was tucked in the corner, impossible to get out, four flat tires and
very ravaged by the time that was not represented in the add. The whole trip was a fantastic
three-hour tour of greater Vancouver. I wish I could give it an 8th of a star - only because, as
promised, they technically had "cars". Walked away, buyers beware. Online it was listed with 1
accident with minor damage, but went to dealer to see the car and asked to see the accident
report more in depth turns out it was a major accident over 14k damage to front of car! No
wonder dealer hesitated to show actual report i had to ask a dozen times. Good to take in depth
look at any accident reports. The dealership was very good with us and treated us well. Would
suggest them to friends. I contacted this dealership about a car that they had on their lot. The
person on the other end of the phone flat out lied to me about the damage the vehicle had
suffered. Very unprofessional. Did not deal with this dealership. Wonderful experience, Mutee
and his sons provided excellent service to me. I highly recommend them. Our experience was

very helpful from the salesman to the office staff and we are very pleased with our vehicle and
the dealership. Very attentive. Good experience with dealership. We did not buy a vehicle from
Duane, although he stayed in touch with us and let us know of new inventory almost daily. The
dealership was very willing to negotiate and find the best deal and the right vehicle for my
husband. Would recommend to others. I was able to find a vehicle closer to me. But WOW, so
quick to reply and very helpful. If this hadn't worked out locally, I'd definitely have dealt with
them. Great sales person and followed up with us. Vehicle was as advertised, well priced.
Professional, courteous and friendly. We made an agreement we both were happy with and I'd
gladly shop there again. Very nice people. It's always pleasant to have a good human
interaction and not just do business. Salesman was straight forward with me and gave me all
the info I needed. And without being pushy. Good service. Well my experience with Downsview
Auto was pretty good they try to do as much as they can when selling you a used car. So far I'm
happy with the time and work they put into my Mazda 3 and hopefully I don't run into any
issues. But then again buying a 12 year old car. We never know. Dealer was very helpful but
because of lockdown restrictions I have not followed up on the contact. They contacted me a
few times but we changed our mind on this car due to upcoming issues. We decided to wait a
bit. They were eager to deal with us but we chose not to go any further on this particular
vehicle. The Mazda3 entered its second generation in mid, with model year cars getting an
extensive facelift as well as a new 2. The new smiling grille has gotten a mixed reception, but
improved braking feel courtesy of a new vacuum booster should make everyone happy. The 2.
Owners seem very pleased with Mazda3s, particularly its handling and ride. Targeted at
shoppers looking for an inexpensive but fun-to-drive compact, the Mazda3 competes with the
Honda Civic and Toyota Corolla, but costs less than both. It gets kudos for its sharp handling,
performance, and amenities, with some considering it a value-priced competitor to European
sport sedans and hatches for its driving dynamics and interior. Originally offered in only two
trims, the Mazda3 lineup has expanded over the years, with the high-performance MazdaSpeed3
hatchback arriving as a separate model in mid for the model year. As it has from the beginning,
a 2. Updates over the years have generally focused on exterior styling tweaks and minor
efficiency improvements, although saw more change than usual, with the chassis getting
reinforced for added stiffness, the suspension tweaked to improve steering, and the addition of
an Auxiliary jack to the factory stereo. The addition of standard ABS and side curtain airbags,
which had been optional in higher-end trims, improved safety scores in As noted above, the
Mazda3 arrived in , and it won a number of awards around the world that year, with many
praising its handling, interior, and value as exceptional. In the eyes of most critics and the
general public, each year since has seen improvements. That year the larger engine received
the PZEV certification the smaller engine already had for sale in California. The model year saw
some cosmetic changes to the exterior as well as chassis and suspension improvements for
better steering and a new vacuum booster for better brake feel. Traction and stability control
were offered as optional upgrades in as well. The Mazda3 has consistently struck automotive
journalists and car buyers as a good value and has appeared on many lists over the years as
one of the best options in the compact family sedan and hatchback classes. We'll help you find
great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. All
Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Mazda Dealer. Image Not Available. Read
more. Mazdas are fun. All of them. Even the SUVs. The joy in driving a Mazda derived from the
expertly tuned ride and handling qualities that made pilotin. Mazda redesigned the Mazda3 in ,
taking what was already one of the best-looking compact cars on the market, and attempting to
dress it up even further. The goal was to elevate the brand into near. This car is great! Visually
highly appealing, interior is well designed and user friendly. Drives as smooth as any economy
car and yet as powerful as most sports cars. Features make the car fun to drive and seemingly
like a luxury car. Couldnt have asked for more! Easy to drive. A bit lacking in terms of bells and
whistles. No backup camera, no blind spot monitoring. But it does have tire pressure monitor.
Aside from that handles great and 41 mpg makes it a big win. Well worth the money! Nice
features, drives beautifully. Smooth ride. Have owned a Mazda 3 previously, did not consider
buying any other brand. Why Use CarGurus? Mazda dealers in Calgary AB. Mazda dealers in
Edmonton AB. Mazda dealers in Halifax NS. Mazda dealers in Montreal QC. Mazda dealers in
Ottawa ON. Mazda dealers in Quebec QC. Mazda dealers in Toronto ON. Mazda dealers in

Vancouver BC. Mazda dealers in Winnipeg MB. Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. From the first contact to picking up the car, the customer service was
excellent, no pushy hard sell salespeople. Brilliant covid19 process, overall a pleasure to deal
with. They were great when I went for a test drive but I had to wait 3 hours when I picked it up
but that aside on the whole a good service with very pleasant staff who sold me a great car I
would recommend this company to anyone. I didnt buy the car shown but was contacted by
pitstop and found them to be very nice and offices to help in anyway they could. Very helpful
staff didn't buy the white Honda but did get fixed up with newer model. Staff were very helpful
with enquiry and came back quickly with information required. Great response from them. Great
knowledge of the car I was asking about. A bit of a difficult time to buy a car during lockdown
but John made it as painless as possible. The car was just as advertised and I am very pleased
with it. The only slight disappointment was when I picked the car up it was on emergency fuel,
the washer bottle was empty and the tyre pressure warning light came on on the drive home
despite having just gone through a service? Great experience good fast efficient way of buying
a car. Great stock list vehicles as described. Can haggle a bit at a push. Would use again. Josh
Mann was a very helpful young man!. He was a very polite, professional and patient! He did his
best to get us a reasonable deal on the car we bought. Very good and understanding dealer.
Goes out his way to assist in terms of ferrying. I recommend him. Agreed a price but could not
sort out a home delivery and as we are in tier 2 both there and where I live I felt the company
could have done more to solve the delivery issue; which more or less caused the deal to stop.
On the plus side the company communicated quickly and answered all my emails. We'll help
you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus,
and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and a vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30
million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars in their area. Once you're ready
to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, gearbox, variant,
days on the forecourt, drivetrain, colour, engine, options and deal ratings. And if you only want
to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops or photos, our filters can help with that too.
Used Mazda MX-5 for sale nationwide. By car By body style By price All makes All models. All
years to All years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first.
CarGurus user. Image not available. Request information. Why use CarGurus? Mazda MX-5
Sport. Mazda MX-5 SE. Mazda MX-5 Sport Tech. Mazda MX-5 Venture Edition. Mazda MX-5
Roadster. Mazda MX-5 1. Mazda dealers in Birmingham. Mazda dealers in Bristol. Mazda dealers
in Edinburgh. Mazda dealers in Glasgow. Mazda dealers in Leeds. Mazda dealers in Liverpool.
Mazda dealers in London. Mazda dealers in Manchester. Mazda dealers in Sheffield. Used Mazda
MX-5 with 1. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Took their
time with me to make sure my experience was a better one than previous dealerships. My first
experience with them wasn't great but have since had great communication and appreciate their
honesty of buying a cash vehicle and driving it out of state. Shane, the sales mgr. He even
volunteered to shuttle the truck there and set up the appointment. It was a pleasure working
with them. Great guys over there, willing to talk with you and work with you. The salesman, Sam
Frakes, was very informative and helpful. He didn't put a lot of pressure on me to make a snap
decision, but answered all my questions. It was a very good buying experience, and I will think
of this dealership first, when I am in the market again. They literally bent over backwards to
make a great deal but after considering it and giving it a lot of thought, I just believed this is not
the time for me to be buying a new vehicle. No reflection on them, I couldn't have asked for
better service but I just believe now is not the time. If after the first of the year, they have
something, I would not hesitate to call them. Contact with this dealer was very positive over all.
In the end I did not buy from them but would go back to them for a new or used vehicle if in the
market. Your system would not allow over four stars but dealership definitely rates 5 stars! I
found this dealership a pleasure to work with. Fast response to my inquiry, the car was
Immaculate inside and out. They accommodated My schedule for a test drive, my mechanic
check, And finalization of the sale. This dealer would be My first choice whenever I shop for
another car. Even though the car sold it the people before me, they called to update me. Which I
greatly appreciated. They did contact me but after asking them for a few photos still no photo
on CarGurus and a question about the timing belt, I never heard back from them after that. Car
did not have the options that I was looking for but they were very professional and got back to
me right away. I truly had an awesome experience with Fox Motors. Very helpful, informative,
and professional. One of the easiest business transactions I've done in a very long time. The
owner was very nice, pleasant, not pushy, and was very personable. Would definitely shop here
again. I would highly recommend going to Highland Luxury. Paige was very helpful and
delightful to work with. We are both very pleased with our cars. I received the information I
requested promptly. We subsequently purchased the car after our test drive. The wait for the

paperwork was a bit long but everything was completed successfully. We would shop there
again. Contacted quickly by sales manager, James Way. Very easy to speak with, helpful and
professional. Apparently, my trade is not worth as much in Hilton Head as it is in Myrtle Beach.
We could make a deal but still, a good experience. The whole team of Spreen Mazda made my
overall experience amazing! Danielle was patient, attentive and helpful. Responded very
promptly with a quote and followed up. Haven't bought yet but their pricing seems very good. I
had a very pleasant experience at Piazza Mazda and loved how I was treated with everyone at
the dealership. They even put a red bow on my new car :. I did not get what i wanted but i was
treated with honsty and respect. Very professional people. Horrible experience do not even
bother I warn you!! Contacted dealer by phone several times and requested additional photos of
the Ford Ranger but the dealer stated they were having problems with their internet service and
could not send them to my computer email - stated they have tried several times but could not
send the information. To date have not received the additional photos and requested vehicle
information. Since I live about two hours from the dealership the requested information is
necessary to consider the vehicle purchase. We'll help you find great deals among the millions
of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's ti
1996 ford explorer owners manual
2001 impala turn signal problems
rheem oil furnace wiring diagram
me to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready
to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim,
days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars
with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with
that too. Used Mazda for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi
mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Mazda listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Mazda
Dealer. Image Not Available. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Mazda dealers in Atlanta
GA. Mazda dealers in Boston MA. Mazda dealers in Chicago IL. Mazda dealers in Dallas TX.
Mazda dealers in Detroit MI. Mazda dealers in Houston TX. Mazda dealers in Los Angeles CA.
Mazda dealers in Miami FL. Mazda dealers in New York NY.

